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is a software archive designed to help you to install the latest software for Canon print and scan devices. Software features
include continuous scanning and printing to a connected print or scanner device, as well as their interaction with HP DesignJet
applications. There are currently four Canon print sizes available: A6, A4, A3 and A2. Additional print formats such as IP4 can
be installed through the Software and Storage Manager. You can manage archiving using Software Services Manager or
standard tools. Adjust scan and print settings from the printer's control panel using the color touch panel. Free Space Scanning
function Free Space scanning is a key feature of the HP Photosmart 11.3 series printers. During the whole working day, you can
save a huge number of pages of information without worrying about their location. "With Free Space Scanning Zone
technology, it is possible to scan huge volumes of up to 1 million pages per day and download them to 500 laptops and mobile
devices that can be connected to a common network. Scanning Zone Printing technology allows users to quickly download
images without physically accessing the printer device," HP says. These innovative technologies allow you to print accurately,
quickly and seamlessly, wherever you are. The new HP Opti-Ink Super-Speed â€‹â€‹Print Engine delivers 1200 dpi prints in
color for photographic clarity. On-line duplex printing delivers performance comparable to inkjet printers. When printing, you
can choose dye-based or pigment-based inks, and there are two main inks to choose from, EX CE and EX-M. Users can change
the density and saturation of the printed image, and for printing small volumes of pages, the resolution is reduced to 600 dpi.
When using EX 500, EX 700 or EX 800 size paper, printing is done at a speed of 52 mm/s. There is no maximum resolution for
printing with standard EX cartridges. Economical use of ink in high speed mode The ability to print in a high-speed print mode
with a high level of detail ensures the economical use of ink cartridges. EX OPTI-INK RAWD outperforms XE universal
printing systems in some cases.
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